Negative Choices – Later Developing

1) Which one can’t be used as a symbol - a flag or an emotion?

2) What shouldn’t be used to pound a nail - a bottle or a hammer?

3) What will never be seen on the moon - a flag or the Statue of Liberty?

4) What wouldn’t have been used in the Middle Ages - a sword or a telescope?

5) Which one might not be a state next century - Hawaii or Puerto Rico?

6) Which one wouldn’t make a good sandwich ingredient - water or mustard?

7) Which ones haven’t been in orbit - ballerinas or astronauts?

8) Which ones hadn’t been seen by the Pilgrims - Native Americans or infants?

9) Which one isn’t a component of democracy - elections or gravity?

10) Which one hasn’t yet been discovered - electricity or the fountain of youth?

11) Which one shouldn’t be used in an advertisement - slander or illustrations?

12) Which one’s aren’t used in nonfiction - introductions or unicorns?